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the Terry Law
Spirit of MZ Racing

trophy

Sue Sherwood
Congratulations to all the zeds for a fab
weekend
I would also like to say very well done to
Harrison Dessoy, you rode well and can see a
good future for you.
Thank you to Chris Watson for doing all the cooking at
club bbq even tho he had very sore and red eyes from the smoke.

Finally thank you all for the amazing Spirit of MZ Trophy.
I was shocked and so very very grateful and pleased.

I  was tearful when I received it  Thank you all.   Sue

Gav Sherwood
trophies for outstanding achievement on and off the track 

Alex
Mann

and

Clare
Suzanne
Thank you Sue

Lorraine Turner  xxxxx
Shane Newman Very well
deserved, congratulations Sue!

Nikki Clark Congratulations hun! Very well deserved. Xxx

Paul Ansell Well deserved Sue. Thank you for making me feel welcome!

Kathryn
Walton I really
can't think of a
more deserving
and appropriate
recipient. So
pleased. xxx

Philip Roots
Well done sue ..
well deserved

Karen Higgens Very well deserved!! xxx Chris Rogers
Really deserved
it Sue.



1st    Peter Woodall
2nd   Chris Rogers
3rd   Andrew Wales
4th    Rob Dessoy
5th    Chris Kent
6th    Alex Mann
7th    Liam Newman
8th    Gary Howlett
9th    James Tucker
10th  Gary Williams

The Gavin Sherwood Trophy                                  

Pete
Woodall

2nd Chris Rogers

3rd Taff Wales

Paul and Liz of 

L X TRIX
Gav’s original sponsor

have again very generously given Sue
£500 prize money

evenly divided between the
top ten riders

The top three were also
presented with these
three teriffic trophies
crafted from coal, also
arranged by Sue Wood
and arranged here with
the outstanding achieve-
ment trophies.

AMY M

AMY M



Cadwell Park August 2019    Rob Dessoy
Welcome to the mini Nurburgring ring in the Lincolnshire Wolds, if you are lucky you might just see an
airborne MZ over the famous mountain, although this is rare.   There is long history of motorbike racing
here which was established in 1934 by Mr Mansfield Wilkinson of Louth.  The current layout fo the track
as been that way since 1962.  With some of the bends named after the Wilkinson family members
(Mansfield, Charlie and Chris). 
Cadwell is a narrow track with both fast flowing bends and slow technical sections. This is regular track
with BSB who will be here in a few weeks time. Also the film Rush, about James Hunt,  was filmed here
in 2013. 
The Chilton Motor 250 MZ were here earlier this year in April which was mostly a wet weekend. In April
the fastest wet time was 1:58.508 set by Andrew Wales. 
The lap record holder for the current track layout is Dean Stimpson who set a blistering time of 1:47.871
on the 24th June 2012. For those interested in the numbers see the table below for the most recent fastest
lap times

MZ Experience Riders 
We have something quite unique at this meeting.  We have 2 brothers all the way from Barrow in
Furness  in Cumbria on the MZ Experience bikes this weekend. John the younger brother will be
on the the 93 and James will be on 94.  There is sure to be some sibling rivalry and who will be the
fastest? This should make for for some good racing. 
New Rider to the class 
Welcome to Chris Kilgar who brings his own bike and is booked on to the rest of the meetings this
season.  Will Chris influence the outcome of one of the other MZ championships, like James
Tucker did at Brands GP?

MZ Rookies
The rookie championship is beginning to heat up with Scott Christie in the lead by only 1 point
over Mike Willby. Scott made up for missing Snetterton by taking all 4 win over Mike at Brands
GP.  
Paul Ansell is looking good, finishing between Scott and Mike at Brands GP. Unfortunately, Paul
will not be with us at this meeting, he will be at a wedding. We have a Rookie title race unfolding
in front of us.  Paul will be back for the last 2 rounds at Snetterton and Brands Indy. 



MZ experience rider James Tucker is in 3rd place after doing very well at Brands GP taking all 4
Rookie wins at his first MZ race meeting.  

MZ Cup
This looks like a 3 horse race this year; 
Liam Newman is running away with this championship with a 132 point lead. He continues to
improve and looks like he could compete with the front runners soon and rightly so.  
John Ashmead is in 2nd place and is probably thinking about what could have been this year.  He’s
not had a good couple of rounds. He got knocked off at Donnington and lost his number 1 engine at
Brands GP.   The battle  in this championship looks set to be for 2nd place between John and Gary
Williams with only 14 points separating the pair. 
Gary Williams had a major engine upgrade this year, can he make it count for the remaining rounds
and take 2nd place from John at this meeting?

Mave Higgins (over 50’s)
Gary Howlet  is normally quick at this circuit, he’s been know to have the odd track day here.
Typically, to test the set up of his bike with new parts. Gary’s brother Andy, recent rider of the meet-
ing, makes a return to racing for this meeting. 
Gary Williams is in 2nd place, only 45 point behind Gary.  
Chris Kent could make a late charge in this championship now his shoulder is better. 

The True 

Rider of the Meeting

Snetterton 300 June
My sincerest apologies to the real Rider of Meeting at Snetterton Andy Howlett.  I erroneously used the
pic of the nevertheless brilliant Chris Pettet on the Snett mag.    Smacked wrist.     Dave H

AMY M



Russell still smiling

Sorting the
Zed world
out.
Andy and
Garry
Howlett,
Alex, Liam
and Scott
Christie

Presies in
the paddock
presented by
Chris

How its done. Taff and Ian Keeble

Simon Newman 
Had a lot of interest in the bikes & therace series, we have been surprised onhow many people read the piece in mcnon them & have said it was good to seethe bikes in the flesh & to get to hearthem running & actually sit on them tosee how they feel, all positive comments

Lee Hardy
New Mallory
Park lap
record record-
ed for Chris
Kent on the
lap records
page:
https://bmzrc.
net/racing/lap
-records/
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Paul Ansell      

Compiled by LEE HARDYCCHHAAMMPPIIOONNSSHHIIPP   SSTTAANNDDIINNGGSS

Andy Howlett

Please give it your support
Its run by Henry and Sue and half
the proceeds go to the club funds.

100 
CLUB
Winner

CK



Our own    BMZRC website
www.bmzrc.net

Operated by Garry Samett

RT

LAP RECORD      Cadwell Park  (Intl - new chicane)
1:47.871 24 Jun 2012 Dean Stimpson



Mr 100 Club
Henry and
Paul Ansell

Lorraine keeping spirits up

CK

Saturday
RACE 1

1ST MZ

RT



Indy circuit layout used for the
Friday practice to the full GP
circuit.
Qualification started well as I

was chasing down the riders in
front and making good
progress, almost achieving my
target of a sub two minute lap.
Well, that was until the engine
seized coming out of the exit of
Sterling Bend. So the remain-
der of the qualification session I
spent in the Marshalls hut chat-
ting to Ian and Joanna (Orange
Army – said I would mention
them in our mag).
Once back in the paddock it

was clear the bike needed some
closer inspection. Whilst
removing the exhaust to the
sound of metallic parts rattling
around inside it became clear, it
was terminal. With the head &
barrel off I could see that the
piston had disintegrated in to a
million small particles, it would
need a total rebuild for sure,
and another visit to Tony’s.
Amazing not even run a race
yet! Oh well, time for a bacon
butty, a hot cuppa and its span-
ners out again for engine swap
number 3

Race one:
Six laps of the GP circuit,
Qualification had put Pete Woodall
(75) on pole position alongside
Andy Wales (85) & Rob Dessoy
(44) on the front row, followed by
Chris Rogers (95) Chris Kent (96)
& Gary Howlet (9), and before my
engine seized I’d managed to quali-
fy on the 4th row. It was the usual
close racing at the front, with the
front-runners posting some very
quick and consistent lap times. Pete
Woodall was the race winner
11:29.268 (and fastest lap 1:52.350)
followed by Chris Rogers in second
at 11:29.452 and Andy Wales
11:29.730 overall race time.
Everyone looked to have had a
good race on track with conditions
almost perfect. 
Regrettably, after lap one my race
was compromised by a lose clutch
cable; all I remember is frantically
trying to adjust the cable but sadly
to no effect.  Thankfully and amaz-
ingly, I did managed to continue the
race without the use of the clutch,
carefully changing between forth &
fifth gear eventually finishing race
one in eleventh. With the bike back
in the paddock, I set about finding
out what the issue was. With the

Travelling to Brands for
the weekend was always
going to be a headache.
With travelling from “up
north”, we took the precau-
tion of setting off extra early
on the Thursday.  Great it
paid off and for once, we
arrived in good time. All set
up and ready for Friday
practise, the weather could
not have been better with
hot sunny days in store and
high temperatures forecast.

The grid was looking
respectable, and is a credit to
all for pushing the numbers
up; hoping for more numbers
in the future.   After arriving
at the circuit raring to go,
Friday practice turned out to be a
nightmare. I had the Mikuni carb
on my number one engine, really
trying to get that set up as bump
starting is always an issue, but as
I prepared for the afternoon prac-
tise session, it was clear this time
something more serious had
occurred and  I found out that the
cylinder head stud had sheared.
With less than an hour before
afternoon practice, we set about
changing to my spare engine. 
I can only thank all those that

helped with my engine swap as
we had it changed in 25-30 mins,
what a great team effort. Special
thanks to John Ashmead and
Gary Williams who had managed
to extract the broken head bolt in
my number one engine and
replaced it with a new one. With
my bike now ready to go the
remainder of the Friday afternoon
practice session on the Indy
Circuit went well. So following
the final session, it was spanners
out as I changed back to my orig-
inal engine ready for qualifica-
tion Saturday morning.   Saturday
saw a continuation of the good
weather, with excellent track con-
ditions. Now switch from the

Russell Turner

CS

AMY M



RACE 2  

Saturday

1ST MZ
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casing off, we discover the
thread on the clutch release arm
had stripped. With a new one fit-
ted courtesy of Tony Holmshaw
& Gary Chadderton, the bike
was working again. Thanks you
guys!
There was no second race on

the Saturday, and with the re-
arranged schedule, it was now
looking like we would have
three races on the Sunday.  So
with racing done for the day, the
Zed community retreated to the
Kentagon for the prize giving.
Congratulations Sue Wood
(Spirit of the MZ trophy), Alex
& Claire (Gav Sherwood
Trophies), and to all the race
winners, all very well deserved.
Our group was noticeably loud-
est during the prize giving
which was great to see. It cer-
tainly looks as though our group
is growing in numbers. 
After the prize giving, Chris
Watson fired up the BBQ and
did a great job, supplying us all
with burgers, sausages and the
like. I think he could have given
a rendition of the “Platters”
Smoke gets in your eyes”… he
was definitely smoked out for
sure.
Sunday morning gave us the
opportunity for a two-lap prac-
tise session. Happy days - all is
going well. 

Race Two:
Andy Wales won the race with a
great slipstream manoeuvre
over the line, beating Chris
Rodgers to second & Rob
Dessoy third, again real close
racing at the front. Taff also had
the fastest lap time at 1:50.838.
Alas, my race was yet again run
after only one lap! Seems this
weekend was not going to be
favourable for #56, this time
pulling off track with a broken
exhaust. As a positive, I man-

aged to make it back to the pad-
dock to see the winners cross the
finish line. Looked from where I
was stood everyone was having a
great race out there. 
Spanners out again, this time the
thread that holds the exhaust nut
had worn. The race was a DNF for
me and I started to think what
could happen next. Later we
found that the exhaust nut thread
had been cut back; so it didn’t
really fit the spare engine that I
was running. 

After about an hour trying to fig-
ure out what I could do, Dama
Dave came to my rescue. Looking
at the problem, he mentioned he
might have a possible solution to
my dilemma. He said he had a
clamp he used to race with in the
past and it had managed to get
some of the other riders out of
exactly the same issue I was cur-
rently facing. As he did not have it
with him in the paddock, Brian
Rodgers kindly took Dave back
home to Medway to retrieve the
clamp – the problem now was the
traffic on the A20 but they man-
aged it. Phew! (only just. Dave)
So it’s was spanners out again!
With the exhaust header pipe now
through the metal clamp, and then
bolted to the rear of the cylinder
head it was looking good. Gary
Howlet overseeing the installation
said Gustav Eiffel must have
designed it (who), if not, it certain
looked as though it could have
dropped off the Eiffel tower. For
sure it definitely added a few kilos
to the front of the bike, and all I
can say is the banter and humour
was definitely helping me get
through a difficult weekend -
thanks Gary H.
So with the clamp fitted and work-
ing a treat, unbelievably I was
now ready for race three, so for
me the stars of the weekend have
to be Dama Dave and Brian

Rodgers otherwise I would not
have been out on track for Race
3&4, very much appreciated
gents. 
Thankfully, the reminder of the
racing on Sunday was trouble
free for me but by this time, my
head really wasn’t in it for the
last two races, as I’d had too
much aggravation over the
weekend. 

I would like to acknowledge the
three regular rookies Mike
Wilby, Scott Christie & Paul
Ansell all went well over the
weekend and look to be pro-
gressing further with every
round. The weekend also wel-
comed three new riders, James
Tucker (with a top 10 finish),
Ian Keeble and Geraldine
Gemmell, well done. Not to
mention good to see Greg
Wright back on the grid for
Sunday & thanks to Gary
Williams for making John
Ashmead & I split our sides
laughing in the collecting area
as he perfected the “Dance of
the Dying Swan” with his MZ
on top of him in the holding
area. Glad to say he was ok and
started the race, but it was funny
as hell…….!

Here is to Cadwell Park. Surely,
it can’t be as bad as Brands; 

can it….!?!

Russell



RACE 1

Sun
day

1ST MZ

Paul Ansell
Thank you BMZRC for a
great weekend.
Had a brilliant time even
though I was rubbish!
But I learnt so much this
weekend.
It is truly a great group
of people.
I will see you at
Snetterton!



As usual a great weekends
racing! 

Friday.
Was eventful to say the least.

Being on the Indy circuit meant
that qualifying might be the first
time some of us has ridden the
GP. I did half a day testing in the
afternoon and boy was it busy.
Seemed like every corner there
was a mobile chicane or a 400cc
lunatic flying up the inside. 
I was knocked off on the back
straight in the last session, I was
so lucky (ask Chris Kent!) only
went and broke my brand
spanking new master cylinder
though!! Luckily Taff had a
spare and was kind enough to
lend. 

Saturday 
I’ve been lucky enough to ride
the GP circuit before, once on a
RS250 in the pouring rain and
once on a R1! MZs are a little
different though. If you make a
mistake on a MZ that’s it,
you’re seconds down. Doesn’t
matter how much you stretch
that throttle cable. 
Turns out I couldn’t remember
any of my previous experience
other than the track is still
clockwise! Surtees was chal-
lenging. Every instinct is telling
you to not brake, turn left then
flick right. I would carry way
too much speed into the corner
then it would all go wrong and
I’d be heading for the grass. I
think I got that corner right once
during qualifying. I decided to
do a plug chop and while wait-
ing for Mr Chris Watson to
attend to us the fella who
knocked me off stops next to me
to apologise... Gary promptly
shouts out to him that I’d said I
was going to knock him out, I
replied with “don’t listen to him,
that’s Gary the gob”.

Race 3
Taff was in first place, Rob sec-
ond and Chris Rogers third. I
didn’t quite get the start I want-
ed, I missed a gear but managed
to stick with the leaders for
about a lap before they edged
away. Late in lap two Chris
Kent flies past me into Sheene,
Greg passes me into Clearways
but I get better drive and pass
him before paddock hill. Greg
gets past me through Surtees
and then Chris breaks down
right in front of us. It’s pretty
much follow the leader after that

Me and Gary the gob ended up
taking a romantic walk with Taff
down to surtees to have a little
chat. The Saturday night bbq
was a great success, highlight of
the evening was when someone
asked if Gary could in-fact be
Tony Holmshaws son, he
remarked with “I haven’t met a
bird that rough yet” Gary
answered “you know, I’m not
made of stone!” Laughs all
round!  

Sunday
We ended up having one race
Saturday and three on Sunday. 

Alex Mann
Alex Mann ran the 50 plate

in honour of legendary Zedder Gav Sherwood.

AMY M

AMY M
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day

RACE 2 

1ST MZ

AMY M

AMY M

Mike Wilby

Scot Christie



and Greg gets 4th and me 5th just
behind him. 

Race 4 
Line up is Chris Rogers, Taff,

Rob. I’m in 6th. Rob pulls off the
grid after the sighting lap. Not
sure what the problem was. 
This time I get a cracking start.
Manage to push myself to 2nd
place. I follow “Hangover Chris”
around for a lap or so before I’m
passed by Greg. He’s quicker on
a few corners but his bike is lack-
ing top end speed, I manage to
keep up with him and pass a few
times. Pete doesn’t shut the
throttle for Hawthorns and pass-
es both of us. Greg taps his seat
down the straight “ follow me”
then Taff weaves between us
after getting tremendous drive

out of Clearways! I follow Greg
but his lack in top end forces me
to shut off, I can’t help myself
but overtake where I can. I got
Sheen pretty wrong on one lap
and Greg goes blasting round the
outside, proper ballsy. After that

it’s follow the leader till the last
two turns. I make my best effort
to take Greg but he could see Taff
getting closer. In the end it’s
Chris, Pete, Taff, Greg and me

Alex

Greg Wright

Chris Rogers
Fantastic weekend everyone. I
forgot to say a big thank you to
Chris and Gary (and all their
crew) for the amazing job
they're doing with the
Experience bikes. The bikes and
riders couldn't be in better
hands.

AMY M

AMY M
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Ian Keeble



MZ Experience
contact

Chris Watson  07540 951606
Operated by   Chris Watson

and
Gary Chadderton

BMZRC CLOTHING
Sue Wood

looks  after the MZ clothing 

The usual Polo shirts, T shirts, fleeces

baseball caps, lapel badges etc

and new recently, softshell coats.

See Sue in the paddock or contact her on 

07790 325 811

Check them out on the

MZ website
- For Sale

GP250 Moto3 and MZ 
all in the same race, thats Aberdare for you

Chris Pettet at Aberdare



TONY HOLMSHAW

See him at the circuit or TEL: 01354 656 345

FULL TUNING AND BIKE PREPARATION - SUSPENSION REBUILDS AND MODS
ALLOY WELDING   

415 Race chain conversion
CHAIN GUARDS  - TWIN FUEL TAPS -

EXHAUSTS MADE UP - PARTS SUPPLIED - RACING CLUTCH

For a friendly chat or advice on anything racing MZ    PLUS:-

If you need any thing for a rac ing MZ  
-  Have a word wi th TONY

BEMSEE MZ CHAMPION 22001188
Mark Taylor

NNUUMMBBEERR  11  TTUUNNEERR

AAccrroossss  tthhee  cc llaasssseess
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